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Shri lGamik P. Bhavsar, holding Indian Passport bearing No. V9059520

along with his wife Smt. Abigail Akua Boakyewaa holding Republic of Ghana

Passport bearing No. G2465 146 and their daughter Kum. Trisha Kramik P.

Bhavsar holding Ghana Passport bearing No. G2765147 had arrived from

Accra (Ghana) to Dubai by Emirates Flight No. EK788 on 12.10.2021 and from

Dubai to Ahmedabad by Fly Dubai Flight No. F28295 on 13.10.2021 at

Terminal 2 of SVPI Airport, Ahmedabad.

2. On the basis of suspicious movement, Shri Kramik P. Bhavsar and Smt.

Abigail Akua Boalcyewaa (hereinafter referred to as 'the passengers') were

intercepted when they were leaving through the green channel of Customs in

the Arrival hall of Terminai 2 of SVP International Airport by the AIU officers

for detailed checks. Thereafter, five checked-in bags and one small baby bag,

one sling bag and one ladies purse as hand bags which were carried by the

passengers were checked in the baggage screening machine located near the

green Channel of Arrival Hal1 Terminal-2, SVPI, Airport, Ahmedabad but

nothing objectionable was noticed on the screen.

3. Thereafter, the passengers were asked to remove all metallic items they

were wearing on their body and then walk through the DFMD machine

installed near the green Channel of Arrival Hall Terminal-2, SVPI, Airport,

Ahmedabad. Shri Kramik P. Bhavsar removed his belt, wallet and mobile

phone and kept in the plastic tray and walked through the Door Frame Metal

Detector (DFMD) whereupon a large beep sound was generated by the DFMD.

The oflicer again asked him whether he was carrying any metallic substance on

his body as the DFMD was giving red alert sound, the passenger admitted that

he was wearing two gold kadas, one on each hand, hidden under t-shirt which

he removed and placed them in the plastic tray. The two kadas recovered from

Shri Kramik P. Bhavsar were of silver colour. On being asked by the Customs

Officer about the said silver coloured Kadas, he admitted that these were made

of 24Kt gold pure gold coated with rhodium and the same belonged to him.

4. After that Smt. Abigail Akua Boakyewaa removed mobile phone, purse, etc.

and kept them in the plastic tray and walked through the Door Frame Metal

Detector (DFMD) whereupon a large beep sound was generated by the DFMD.

The officer again asked her whether she was carrying any metallic substance

on her body as the DFMD was giving red alert sound, the passenger admitted

that she was wearing a long chain on her neck hidden under t-shirt. The silver

chain recovered from Smt. Abigail Akua Boakyewaa was of silver colour. On

being asked by the Customs Officer about the said silver coloured chain, she

Brief facts ofthe case:
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admitted that it was made of 24Kt gold pure gold coated with rhodium and the

same belonged to her.

5. Thereafter, the Government Approved Valuer, Shri Kartikey Vasantrai Soni,

was called upon by Officers for examining the authenticity and to ascertain the

contents of the silver coloured kadas and chain recovered from the passengers.

After testing the said kadas and chain, he confirmed that the same were of

24Kt gold having 995.0 purity. As per the valuation reports dated 14.10.2021,

the said two kadas were of 24 kt gold. of 995.0 purity weighing 238.280 grams

having Tarilf value ofRs. 1O,1O,117l- (Rupees Ten Lakhs Ten Thousand One

Hundred and Seventeen only) and having market value of Rs.Ll,78,77Ll-
(Rupees Eleven Lakhs Seventy Eight Thousand Seven Hundred and Seventy

One only) and the chain was ol 24 kl gold of 995.0 purity weighing 233.030

grams having Tarilf value of Rs. 9,87,861/- (Rupees Nine Lakhs Eighty Seven

Thousand Eight Hundred and Sixty One only) and market value of Rs.

11,52,7991- (Rupees Eleven Lakhs Fifty Two Thousand Seven Hundred and

Ninety Nine only) calculated as per the Notification No. 79 l2O2l-Customs
(N.T.) dated 3O.O9.2O21 (gold) and Notilication No. 80/2021-Customs (N.T)

dated 07.10.2021 (Exchange Rate). The method of testing and the valuation

used by Shri Kartikey Vasantrai Soni was done in a perfect manner in presence

of the passengers and panchas. The passengers were satisfied and agreed witJl

the testing and Valuation Report given by Shri Kartikey Vasantrai Soni and the

passengers put their dated signature on the said valuation report as a token of

the fact that everything was done before them in a perfect manner.

5. Thereafter, two goid kadas, totally weighing 238.280 grams having Tariff

value of Rs. 1O,1O,117l- (Rupees Ten Lakhs Ten Thousand One Hundred and

Seventeen only) and market value of Ra.tl,78,77L/- (Rupees Eleven Lakhs

Sevent5r Eight Thousand Seven Hundred and Seventy One only) and gold chain

weighing 233.030 grams having Tariff value of Rs. 9,87,861/- (Rupees Nine

Lakhs Eighty Seven Thousand Eight Hundred and Sixty One oniy) and market

value of Rs. 11,52,799l- (Rupees Eleven Lakhs Fifty'fiffo Thousand Seven

Hundred and Ninety Nine only) were placed under seizure vide Seizure Order

under Panchnama both dated 14.10.2021 by the officers of Customs under the

reasonable belief that the subject Gold which was attempted to be smuggled in

was liable for confiscation under the Customs Act, 1962.

7. A statement of Shri IGamik P. Bhavsar was recorded on 14.70.2021 under

the provision of Section 108 of the Customs Act, L962, wherein he interalia

stated that:
.i. That he could read, write and understand Gujarati and English language.



* That he had gone through the Panchnama dated 14.LO.2O2l drawn at SVPI

Airport, Ahmedabad and confirmed the facts narrated in the Panchnama to

be true and correct.

.1. That he had travelled from Accra (Ghana) to Dubai by Emirates Flight No.

8K788 on 12.10.2021 and from Dubai to Ahmedabad by Fly Dubai Flight

No. F28295 on 13.10.2021.

.3. That on his arrival at SVPI Airport Ahmedabad at Terminal No. 2, he had

opted for Green Channel clearance in Customs and had not declared any

dutiable/ declarable/ restricted/ prohibited items in his possession before

Customs at SVPI Airport; that he was intercepted by the officers of AIU,

SVPI Airport Ahmedabad who upon his personal search with the help of

Door Frame Metal Detector (DFMD) recovered two kadas of silver colour

worn one on each hand under the sleeves of t-shirt.

* He confirmed that the two gold kadas recovered from his possession were

of gold which he had bought from his savings.

* That he agreed and was fully satislied with the method of testing and

valuation used by the valuer as mentioned in panchnama dated

L4.IO.2O2L; that he agreed that gold having purity 995.0 in the form of two

gold kadas, totally weighing 238.280 grams having Tariff value of Rs.

lO,lO,Lt7 l- (Rupees Ten Lakhs Ten Thousand One Hundred and

Seventeen only) and market value of Rs.11,78,771/- (Rupees Eleven

Lakhs Seventy Eight Thousand Seven Hundred and Seventy One only) were

recovered from his possession.

{. That he had intentionally not declared the said 2 pieces of gold kadas

before the Customs authorities on his arriva-l at SVPI Airport, Ahmedabad

as he wanted to clear the same illicitly and thereby evade payment of duty;

that this was the first time that he had smuggled gold into India.

8. A statement of Smt. Abigail Akua Boakyewaa was recorded on l4.lO.2O2l
under the provision of Section 108 of the Customs Act, 7962, wherein she

interalia stated that:
.i. That she could read, write and speak English language.

* That she had gone through the Panchnama dated I4.lO.2O2l drawn at

SVPI Airport, Ahmedabad and confirmed the facts narrated in the

Panchnama to be true and correct.

{. That she had travelled from Accra (Ghana) to Dubai by Emirates Flight No.

EK788 on 12.LO.2O21 and from Dubai to Ahmedabad by Fly Dubai Flight
No. M8295 on 13.10.2021.

* That on her arrival at SVPI Airport Ahmedabad at Terminal No. 2, she had

opted for Green Channel clearance in Customs and had not declared any

dutiable/ declarabie/ restricted/ prohibited items in his possession before

Page 3 of 13
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Customs at SVPI Airport; that she was intercepted by the officers of AIU,

SVPI Airport Ahmedabad who upon her personal search with the help of

Door F rame Metal Detector (DFMD) recovered one gold chain of silver

colour worn around the neck hidden under the sleeves of t-shirt.

* She confirmed that the chain recovered from her possession was of gold

which her husband (i.e. Shri Kramik P. Bhavsar) had purchased from the

money given to him by her father.
.t That she agreed and was ful1y satisfied with the method of testing and

valuation used by the valuer as mentioned in panchnama dated

14.10.2027; that she agreed that gold having purity 995.0 in the form of

chain, totally weighing 233.030 grams having Tarilf value of Rs.

9,87,8611- (Rupees Nine Lakhs Eighty Seven Thousand Eight Hundred

and Sixty One only) and market value of Rs. 11,52,799l- (Rupees Eleven

Lakhs Fifty TWo Thousand Seven Hundred and Ninety Nine only) were

recovered from his possession.

* That she had intentionaliy not declared the said gold chain before the

Customs authorities on her arrival at SVPI Airport, Ahmedabad as she

wanted to clear the same illicit1y and thereby evade payment of duty; that

this was the first time that he had smuggled gold into India.

9. Shri Kramik P. Bhavsar and Smt. Abigail Akua Boakyewaa had requested

for waiver of SCN through their Authorised Representative, Shri Rishikesh

Mehra, Advocate vide their letters dated 24.LI.2O21 and 13.12.2021. Shri

Kramik P. Bhavsar and Smt. Abigail Akua Boakyewaa had submitted that they

were orally explained the provisions of Customs Act, 1962 and the Rules and

Regulations made thereunder, Penal Action for contraventions of the Act, Rules

& Regulations that shall be proposed in Show Cause Notice and after

understanding the same very well they had requested for waiver of Show Cause

Notice. Accordingly, the Adjudicating Authority acceded to their request for

waiver of Show Cause Notice.

Personal Heari

10. Personal Hearing was given to Shri Kramik P. Bhavsar and Smt.

Abigaii Akua Boakyewaa on 16.L2.2O21. Authorised Representative of Shri

Kramik P. Bhavsar and Smt. Abigail Akua Boakyewaa, Shri Rishikesh Mehra,

Advocate attended the Personal Hearing virtually through video conference on

16.12.2021. at 11:45 AM. He reiterated the submissions already made in his

letters dated 24.L7.2021 and 13.12.2027 ar:d submitted copies of passport of

Shri Kramik P. Bhavsar, Smt. Abigail Akua Boakyewaa and Trisha Kramik P.

Bhavsar, Work permit of Shri Kramik P. Bhavsar and Marriage Certilicate of
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Shri lGamik P. Bhavsar and Smt. Abigail Akua Boakyewaa. He further

requested to take a lenient view in the case and allow them re-export of the

seized gold on pa5rment of fine and penalty as the lady passenger is of Ghana

nationality and has married to Shri Kramik P. Bhavsar who is an NRI and

working in Ghana and that they were not having proper knowledge of Customs

Rules of India. He further stated that he has nothing more to add in this

matter.

Defence reply and submissions:

11. Shri Rishikesh Mehra, Advocate has Iiled defence reply dated

24.11.2O2L on behalf of the passengers wherein it is stated that his clients are

doing business at Accra Ghana since 2013 having residence Visa, after their

marriage they came to India to meet their parents and other relatives for

blessings and had brought gold jeweliery alongwith them as per their religious

customs from his personal savings as they had purchased long back. Further,

he submitted that his clients had orally declared about the said goods prior to

DFMD detection. He further requested for release of seized goods on payment

of Duty, Iine/re-export of goods or as per the procedure laid down under the

Customs Act, 1962. Further, he has submitted the list of RA orders wherein

the seized gold has been released on payment of redemption fine, duty, penalty

and other charges which are mentioned as below:

1. Order No. 24/2O18-Cus(SZ)/ASRA/Mumbai dated 31.01.2018 in case of

Shri Mohamed Nizar.

2. Order No. 667 l2Ol8-Cus(SZ)/ASRA/Mumbai dated 31.08.2018 in case

of Shri Faizal Mohammed Aliyar.

3. Order No. 67412Ol8-Cus(SZ)/ASRA/Mumbai dated 31.08.2018 in case

of Shri Mohammed Ansar Fathuma R.

4. Order No. 67212O18-Cus(SZ)/ASRA/Mumbai dated 31.08.2018 in case

of Shri Abdirizak Farah Ali.

5. Order No. 668/2018-Cus(SZ)/ASRA/Mumbai dated 31.08.2018 in case

of Shri Firdos S. Kumandan.

6. Order No. 666/2O18-Cus(SZ)/ASRA/Mumbai dated 31.08.2018 in case

of Shri Abdul Wahab Mohamad Nawas.

7. Order No. 673/2018-Cus(SZ)/ASRA/Mumbai dated 06.09.2018 in case

of Shri Mohammed Jazmeen Mohamed Farook.

8. Order No. 671/2OI8-Cus(SZ)/ASRA/Mumbai dated 07.08.2018 in case

of Smt. Shamso Mohamed Hussein.

9. Order No. 670l2OlS-Cus(SZ)/ASRA/Mumbai dated 06.09.2018 in case

of Shri Mohamed Zuhar Mohamed Zubatr.
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10.Order No. 669/2018-Cus(SZ)/ASRA/Mumbai dated 31.08.2018 in case

of Shri Rifai Seeni Mohamed.

DISCUSSION & FINDINGS

L2. I have carefuily gone through the facts of this case

submissions made by the noticees during the personal hearing

documents submitted. I find that the passengers have requested for

Show Cause Notice. I therefore proceed to decide the instant case on

of evidences and documents available on record.

and the

and the

waiver of

the basis

13. In the instant case, I find that the main issues that are to be decided

are whether the two gold Kadas (silver colourl of 24Kt gold of 995.0 purity

weighing 238.280 grams having Tariff value of Rs. 10,10,117/- (Rupees Ten

Lakhs Ten Thousand One Hundred and Seventeen only) and market value of

Rs. 1i,78,771/- (Rupees Eleven Lakhs Seventy Eight Thousand Seven Hundred

and Seventy One only) and the chain (silver colour) of 24 kt gold of 995.0

purity weighing 233.030 grams having Tariff value of Rs. 9,87,861/- (Rupees

Nine Lakhs Eighty Seven Thousand Eight Hundred and Sixty One only) and

market vaiue of Rs. 1 1 ,52,799/ - (Rupees Eleven Lakhs Fifty Two Thousand

Seven Hundred and Ninety Nine only) carried by the passengers, which were

seized under panchnama drawn on l4.l0.2o2l on the reasonable belief that

the said goods were smuggled into India, is liable for confiscation under

Section 1 1 1 of the Customs Act, 7962 (Hereinafter referred to as 'the ActJ or

not and whether the passenger is liable for penalty under Section 112(a) of the

Act.

14. I find that the panchnama clearly draws out the fact that the

passengers were intercepted u'hen they were passing and were about to exit the

Airport by opting green channel, and on suspicion, personal search of the

passengers and their baggage was conducted. The passengers did not declare

the gold and denied to have dutiable goods. The passengers were asked to pass

through the Door Frame Metal Detector ('DFMDJ and they were asked to

remove ail metallic items such as be1t, wallet and mobile phone, purse and

keep the same in the plastic tray and pass through the Door Frame Metal

Detector (DFMD) which are installed at Green Channel in the arrival hall.

When they passed through the DFMD, a large beep sound was generated by

the DFMD. The Customs officer, in presence of panchas, asked them whether

they were carrying any metallic substance on their body as the DFMD was

giving red alert sound, the passengers accepted that they were having gold

worn on their body. Shri Kramik P. Bhavsar removed two rhodium coated gold
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kadas worn on each hand hidden under the sleeves of t-shirt that he was

wearing and Smt. Abigail Akua Boakyewaa removed the rhodium coated gold

chain worn around her neck hidden below t-shirt that she was wearing. The

Customs Officer recovered two gold Kadas which were hidden under sleeves of

t-shirt by Shri IGamik P. Bhavsar and one gold Chain recovered from Smt.

Abigail Akua Boalryewaa hidden below t-shirt around her neck. It is on record

that the passengers had admitted that they were carrying gold which was

intended to be removed illicitly without deciaring it before the Customs. It is
also on record that the government approved valuer had tested and certified

that two Kadas were of 24Kt gold having 995.0 purity weighing 238.280 grams

having Tariff value of Rs. 10,10, 1 17/- (Rupees Ten Lakhs Ten Thousand One

Hundred and Seventeen only) and market value of Rs. 11,78,771/- (Rupees

Eleven Lakhs Seventy-Eight Thousand Seven Hundred and Sevent5z-One only)

and the chain was of 24 kt gold of 995.0 purity weighing 233.030 grams having

Tariff value of Rs. 9,87,861/- (Rupees Nine Lakhs Eighty-Seven Thousand

Eight Hundred and Sixty-One only) and market value of Rs. 11,52,799/-

(Rupees Eleven Lakhs Fifty-Two Thousand Seven Hundred and Ninety-Nine

only), and seized under panchnama dated 14.10.2021, in the presence of the

passengers and Panchas.

15. I also find that the passengers have neither questioned the manner of

the panchnama proceedings at the material time nor controverted the facts

detailed in the panchnama during the course of recording their statement.

Every procedure conducted during the panchnama by the Officers was well

documented and made in the presence of ttre panchas as well as the

passengers. The passengers have not dislodged any of the facts narrated in

their deposition. In fact, in their statement, they have clearly admitted that

they had intentionally kept undeclared two gold Kadas and the gold chain and

had not declared the same on their arrival before the Customs with an intent to

clear/remove them illicitly and evade payment of customs duty and thereby,

violated provisions of Customs Act, the Baggage Rules, the Foreign Trade

(Development & Regulations) Act, 1992, the Foreign Trade (Development &

Regulations) Rules, 1993 and the Foreign Trade Policy 2O|5-2O2O.

16. Further, I also find that the passengers have admitted that on their

arrival they had not declared the gold carried by them to the Customs

authorities. It is thus a clear case of non-declaration with a willful intent to
smuggle the gold. There is sufficient evidence on record to prove that the

passengers had willfully attempted to remove the gold which was in their
possession and intentionally did not deciare the same before the Customs

Authorities by opting for green channel on their arrival at SVP International
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Airport, Ahmedabad. Thus, it is proved that the passengers by improperly

importing (smuggling) the impugned gold have contravened para 2.26 of the

Foreign Trade Policy 2Ol5-2O and Sections 3(1), 3(2) and 11(1) of the Foreign

Trade (Development and Regulation) Act, 1992 further read in conjunction with

Section 11(3) of Customs Act ,1962 and the relevant provisions of Baggage

Rules, 2016, Customs Baggage Declaration Regulations, 2013 and Rule 11 of

the Foreign Trade Regulation Rules 1993. Further, as per Section 123 of the

Customs Act, 1962, gold is a notilied item and when goods notified thereunder

are seized under the Customs Act, 1962, on the reasonable belief that they are

smuggled goods, the burden to proof that they are not smuggled, shall be on

the person from whose possession the goods have been seized.

17. From the facts discussed above, it is evident that Shri Kramik P.

Bhavsar had improperly imported gold 2 rhodium coated 24Kt Gold kadas

weighing 238.280 and Smt. Abigail Akua Boakyewaa had improperly imported

24Kt Gold Chain weighing 233.030 grams with willful intention to smuggle and

remove the same without payment of customs duty, thereby rendering the gold

totally weighing 471.3L Grams, liable for confiscation, under the provisions of

Sections 111(d), (i), 111(1), 111(m) of the Customs Act 1962. By secreting the

gold camouflaged with rhodium coating on their person and not declaring the

same before the Customs on arrival, it is established that the passengers had

willfuliy attempted to remove the gold from the Customs area and thus

contravened and attempted to circumvent the prohibitions/restrictions

imposed by the Customs Act, 1962 and the foreign trade laws in force in India

making the impugned gold fal1 within the ambit of 'smuggling'as defined under

Section 2(39) of the Customs Act, 7962.

18. It is seen that the passengers had not liled the baggage declaration

form and had not declared the gold which was in their possession, as

envisaged under Section 77 of tl:,e Customs Act, 1962 read with the Baggage

Rules 2016, Regulation 3 of Customs Baggage Declaration Regulations, 2013

and Rule 11 of Foreign Trade Regulation Rules 1993. Therefore, the improperly

imported gold by the passengers concealed on their person without declaring to

the Customs on arrival in India cannot be treated as bonafide household goods

or personal effects that can be normally imported by an eligible passenger. On

verification of passport, I find that Shri Kramik Pradipbhai Bhavsar is a person

of India Origin and is living in Ghana on work permit while Smt. Abigail Akua

Boalqrewaa is having nationaiity of Ghana. The passengers are also not found

eligible to import gold of the said quantity and value as per the conditions of

Customs Notification No.50/2017 dated 30.06.2017 as amended. The

passenger has thus contravened the Foreign Trade Policy 2Ol5-2O and Section
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3(2), 3(3) and 11(1) of the Foreigrr Trade (Development and Regulation) Act,

1992 read witJl Section 11 of the Customs Act, 1962.

I, therefore, find that by the above acts of contravention, the passengers

have rendered two Kadas of 24Kt gold having 995.0 purity weighing 238.280

grams having Tariff value of Rs. 10,10,117/- (RupeesTen LakhsTenThousand

One Hundred and Seventeen only) and market value of Rs. 11,78,771/- (Rupees

Eleven Lakhs Seventy-Eight Thousand Seven Hundred and Seventy-One only)

and chain of 24 kt gold of 995.0 purity weighing 233.030 grams having Tariff

value of Rs. 9,87,861/- (Rupees Nine Lakhs Eighty-Seven Thousand Eight

Hundred and Sixty-One only) and market value of Rs. 11,52,799/- (Rupees

Eleven Lakhs Fifty-Two Thousand Seven Hundred and Ninety-Nine only),

seized under panchnama dated 14.10.2021 liable to confiscation, under the

provisions of Sections 111(d), (i), 111(l) and 111(m) of the Act. It is therefore

very clear that they have knowingly carried the gold and failed to declare the

same on his arrival at the Customs Airport. It is seen that they have involved

themselves in carrying, keeping, concealing and dealing with the impugned

goods in a manner which they knew or have reasons to believe that the same

were liable to confiscation under the Act. It, is therefore, proved beyond doubt

that the passengers have committed an offence of the nature described in

Section 1I2 of Customs Act, 1962 making them liable for penalty under

Section 112 of the Customs Act, 7962.

19. I further find that the noticees have cited the following RA Orders

contesting the absolute conliscation:

1. Order No. 24/2O18-Cus(SZ)/ASRA/Mumbai dated 31.01.2018 in case

of Shri Mohamed Nizar.

2. Order No.667 l2Ol8-Cus(SZ)/ASRA/Mumbai dated 31.08.2018 in case

of Shri Faizal Mohammed Aliyar.

3. Order No. 67412OI9-Cus(SZ)/ASRA/Mumbai dated 31.08.2018 in case

of Shri Mohammed Ansar Fathuma R.

4. Order No. 67212O|8-Cus(SZ)/ASRA/Mumbai dated 31.08.2018 in case

of Shri Abdirizak Farah Ali.

5. Order No. 668/2018-Cus(SZ)/ASRA/Mumbai dated 31.08.2018 in case

of Shri Firdos S. Kumandan.

6. Order No. 666/2018-Cus(SZ)/ASRA/Mumbai dated 31.08.2018 in case

of Shri Abdul Wahab Mohamad Nawas.

7. Order No. 673/2018-Cus(SZ)/ASRA/Mumbai dated 06.09.2018 in case

of Shri Mohammed Jazrneen Mohamed Farook.

8. Order No. 671l20l8-Cus(SZ)/ASRA/Mumbai dated 07.08.2018 in case

of Smt. Shamso Mohamed Hussein.
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9. Order No. 670120lS-Cus(SZ)/ASRA/Mumbai dated 06.09.2018 in case

of Shri Mohamed Zuhar Mohamed Zubair.

10. Order No. 669/2018-Cus(SZ)/ASRA/Mumbai dated 31.08.2018 in case

of Shri Rifai Seeni Mohamed.

20. I find that the passengers confessed of carrying two gold Kadas

totally weighing 238.280 Grams purity 995.0 @aKtl and one gold Chain

weighing 233.030 Grams purity 995.O (24Kt) and attempted to remove the goid

from the Customs Airport without declaring it to the Customs Authorities

violating the para 2.26 of the Foreign Trade Policy 2Ol5-2O and Section 11(1) of

tlre Foreign Trade (Development and Regulation) Act, 1992 read with Section

3(2) and 3(3) of the Foreign Trade (Development and Regulation) Act, 1992

further read in conjunction with Section 11(3) of Customs Act ,L962 and the

relevant provisions of Baggage Rules, 2016, Customs Baggage Declaration

Regulations, 2013 , Rule 1 I of Foreign Trade Regulation Rules 1993 and

Notilication No.50/2017-Customs dated 30.06.2017 as amended. As per

Section 2(331 *prohlblted goods" means anA goods the import or export of
tuhich is subject to ang prohibition under this Act or ang other lau for the time

being in force but does not include ang such goods in respect of uthich the

condittons subject to u-thich the goods are permitted to be imported or exported

haue been complied tuith. The improperly imported gold by the passenger

without following the due process of law and without adhering to the

conditions and procedures of import have thus acquired the nature of being

prohibited goods in view of Section 2(33) of the Act.

2L, It is quite clear from the above discussions that the gold was

concealed and not declared to the Customs with the sole intention to evade

payment of Customs duty. The record before me shows that the passengers did

not choose to declare the prohibited/dutiable goods and opted for green

channel customs clearance after arriving from a foreign country with the willful

intention to smuggle the impugned goods. TWo Kadas of 24Kt gold of 995.0

purity weighing 238.28O grams having Tariff value of Rs. 10,10,117/- (Rupees

Ten Lakhs Ten Thousand One Hundred and Seventeen only) and market va-lue

of Rs. 11,78,7711- (Rupees Eleven Lakhs Seventy-Eight Thousand Seven

Hundred and Seventy-One only) and one chain of 24 kl gold of 995.0 purity

weighing 233.030 grams having Tariff value of Rs. 9,87,861/- (Rupees Nine

Lakhs Eighty-Seven Thousand Eight Hundred and Sixty-One only) and market

value of Rs. 11,52,799/- (Rupees Eleven Lakhs Fifty-Two Thousand Seven

Hundred and Ninety-Nine only), were placed under seizure vide panchnama

drawn on 14.12.2021. Despite having knowledge that the goods had to be

declared and such improper import is an offence under the Act and Rules and
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Regulations made under it, the passengers had attempted to remove the two

gold Kadas and one gold chain by deliberately not declaring the same by them

on arrival at airport with the willful intention to smuggle the impugned gold

into India. I therefore, find that the passengers have committed an offence of

the nature described in Section 112(a) & 112(b) of Customs Act, 1962 making

tlrem liable for penalty under Section 112 (i) of the Customs Act, 1962.

22. I further frnd that the gold is not on the list of prohibited items per se

but import of the same is controlled/ restricted. The view taken by the Hon'bie

Supreme Court in the case of Om Prakash Bhatia however in very clear terms

lay down the principle that if importation and exportation of goods are subject

to certain prescribed conditions, which are to be fullilled before or after

clearance of goods, non-fu1fillment of such conditions would make the goods

fall vrithin the ambit of 'prohibited goods'. This makes the gold seized in the

present case "prohibited goods" as the passengers trying to smuggle it were not

eligible passengers to bring it in India or import gold into India in baggage.

Further, it is also a fact that the gold was concealed/hidden by them. The gold

kadas and gold chain were recovered from their possession and were kept

undeclared with an intention to smuggle the same and evade payrnent of

customs duty. By using this modus, it is proved that the goods are offending in

nature and therefore prohibited on its importation. Here, conditions are not

fulfilled by the passenger.

23. In view of the above discussions, I hold that the gold Kadas and gold

Chain recovered from the passengers are liable for confiscation under Section

111 of the Customs Act, 1962. I aiso hold that by committing improper

import/ smuggling of the said impugned gold in contravention of Customs Act

1962 and foreign trade laws in force in India, the passengers/noticees have

made themselves liable to penalty under Section 112 of the Customs Act 7962.

I have also gone through the Revision Application Orders submitted by the

Noticees in this matter. I further find that Section 125 of the Customs Act,

1962 provides for option to pay hne in lieu of confiscation. Section 125(1) of the

Customs Act, 1962 is reproduced as given below:

Sectlon725. Option to pag fine in lieu of confiscation.-(1) Wheneuer

confiscation of anu ooods is authorised bu this Act. the officer adiudaina it mau.

in tte case of anu ooods the IfnDo rtatlon or exportation tuhereof is orohlblted
er this Act or under an other la ut fnr he ln fnrce ond shall, in the

case of ang other goods, giue to the outner of the goods [or, tuhere such ouner is

not known, the person from whose possession or custodg such goods haue been
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seized,l an option to paA in lieu of confiscation such fine as the said officer thinks

tu

I therefore proceed to use my discrelion as the adjudicating

authority in this case to give an option to the passengers/ noticees to redeem

the impugned seized/confiscated gold on pa5rment of redemption fine, as

provided under Section 125 of the Customs Act, 1962.

24. Accordingly, in view of above discussions and findings, I pass the

following Order:

ORDER

i. I order conliscation of the two gold kadas, 24kt of 995.0 purity totally

weighing 238.28O grams having Tariff value of Rs. 10,10,117/- (Rupees Ten

Lakhs Ten Thousand One Hundred and Seventeen only) and market value of

Rs. 11,78,771/- (Rupees Eieven Lakhs Seventy-Eight Thousand Seven

Hundred and Seventy-One only), recovered and seized from Shri Kramik

Pradipbhai Bhavsar under panchnama proceedings dated 14. 10.2021 as per

Section 111(d),111(i), 111(l), and 111(m) of the Customs Act,l962;

ii. I give an option to Shri Kramik Pradipbhai Bhavsar to redeem the

impugned confiscated gold kadas on payment of a redemption line of Rs.

4,8O,OOO/- (Rupees Four Lakhs and Eighty Thousand Only) under Section

125 of the Customs Act, 1962.

iii. I order confiscation of the gold chain, 24kt of 995.0 purity weighing

233.030 grams having Tariff value of Rs. 9,87,861/- (Rupees Nine Lakhs

Eighty-Seven Thousand Eight Hundred and Sixty-One only) and market

value of Rs. 11,52,799/- (Rupees Eleven Lakhs Fifty-Two Thousand Seven

Hundred and Ninety-Nine only), recovered and seized from Smt. Abigail Akua

Boakyewaa under panchnama proceedings dated 14.10.2021 as per Section

111(d),111(0, 111(l), and 111(m) of the Customs Act,r962;

iv. I give an option to Smt. Abigail Akua Boakyewaa to redeem the

impugned confiscated gold chain on payment of a redemption fine of Re.

4,6o,o;00| - (Rupees Four Lakhs and Sixty Thousand Only) under Section

125 of the Customs Act, 1962.

v. I impose a penalty of Rs. 3,60,0OO/- (Rupees Three Lakhs and Sixty

Thousand Only) on Shri Kramik Pradipbhai Bhavsar, under the provisions of

Section 112(a)(i) of the Customs Act 1962;
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vi. I impose a penalty of Rs. 3,5O,OOO/- (Rupees Three Lakhs and Fifty

Thousand Only) on Smt. Abigail Akua Boakyewaa, under the provisions of

Section 112(a)(i) of the Customs Act 1962;

26, This order is issued without prejudice to any other action that may

be taken against the Noticee/ Noticees or any other person(s) concerned with

said goods under the Customs Acl, 7962, or any other law for the time being in

force in India.

lo.Dl'
(Abilash K. Sreenivasan)
Additional Commissioner

Customs, Ahmedabad.

F. No.VI[/ 10-s9/SVPIA I Oe,A I HQ I 2o2r -22
DIN : 2O22O I 7 lttlll OOOO2 t 7 I 2 A

Date: 10 l01 12022

To,

Shri Karmik P. Bhavsar & Smt. Abigail Akua Boakyewaa
A-23, Panchvati Apt.,
Koliwad, Adajan,
Surat, Gujarat 395009.

Copy to:
(i)The Commissioner, Customs, Ahmedabad.
(ii) The Deputy/Assistant Commissioner, AIU, SVPIA, Customs, Ahmedabad.
(iii)The Deputy/Assistant Commissioner, SVPIA, Customs, Ahmedabad
(iv)The Deputy Commissioner, Task Force, Customs, Ahmedabad.
(v) The System In-charge, Customs, Ahmedabad for upload on the official

website i. e.http: / / www.ahmedabadcustoms.qov. in
(vi) The Guard File.
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